BUSINESS ALERT
JS SIMPSON GROUP
CRIMINAL CHARGES
ASSAULT
ILLEGAL WEAPONS POSS (2)
UTTERING DEATH THREATS
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Businesses in the Lower Mainland BC are cautioned to be on the lookout for JESSICA SERENITY
SIMPSON, aka JESSICA YANIV. Simpson is accused of defrauding and extorting area businesses for
personal profit by misrepresenting themselves and misleading people. Simpson recently switched to doing
business as JS Simpson Group, but formerly used TrustedNerd and JY Knows IT.
Allegations against Simpson include:
•
•
•
•
•

The filing of racist and profit-fueled complaints against businesses (alleging discrimination).
Using multiple online identities to launch cyber attacks on businesses reputation, often by filing false
negative reviews.
Using online communication or hidden numbers to book appointments to ambush or entrap staff.
Spamming social media pages with illicit content and then offering to fix the problems for a fee.
Domain name squatting and leaking confidential information.

As business owners, you have duty to protect your staff and customers. Consult a lawyer.
Possible Valid Reason to Deny Service
Protected Class
Customer is a criminal offender, known be rude or
abusive, protecting staff from health and hygiene risk,
and ensuring the safety and comfort of all persons.

It is unlawful and discriminatory to deny service
for reasons related to age, gender identity or
orientation, ethnicity, religion, or disabilities.

Simpson is described as Caucasian, 5’11 - 6’0” tall, 350 lbs, shoulder length hair. Simpson often wears wigs
with longer hair and may carry a cane, use braces, or appear disabled.
Simpson should be treated as violent and dangerous. Simpson is currently on probation and facing two
upcoming criminal trials. Simpson is extremely litigious and weaponizes the court system for personal gain.
Document all encounters with Simpson internally and preserve camera footage where available. Report any
negative encounters with Simpson to the RCMP immediately. If you are in immediate danger, phone 911.
This message is brought to you by the Langley Community Watch Association.

